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Corrigo Helps Pluckers Restaurants
Achieve Greater Multisite Coordination
Executive Summary
Corrigo provides cutting-edge management software and communications
infrastructure for use by multisite companies across a variety of industries. The
Texas-based company offers numerous software as a service (Saas) applications,
empowering its clients to maximize customer service, improve revenue streams,
identify performance trends and efficiencies and gather essential real-time data
from multiple worksites.
Recently, Corrigo began providing multisite management services to Pluckers
Restaurants, helping the chain establish improved multisite communication
and greater accountability for work orders and invoicing. The restaurant chain
has since seen a marked improvement in its day-to-day operations, including
greater recordkeeping and oversight for business expenditures, streamlined
communications between branch sites and central offices and improved ease
of use for the company’s managerial staff.

Facing Accountability & Recordkeeping Challenges
Prior to Corrigo’s involvement with Pluckers, the restaurant chain was experiencing
difficulties overseeing the proper execution of repair and maintenance work. In
addition, it did not have any formalized method of managing the service records
for restaurant equipment across its locations.

Pluckers Wing Bar was founded in 1995
by two freshman attending the University
of Texas at Austin and has since grown to
15 restaurants across Texas and Louisiana,
with two additional locations currently
under construction.
Pluckers’ unique concept of offering
homemade food and providing a great
atmosphere to watch sports has earned
them numerous accolades including
being named as one of the “Top 10 Wing
Restaurants” by USA Today and “Top 5
Sports Bars in North America” by ESPN.
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Pluckers’ head of facilities and construction relied heavily on cumulative knowledge
between herself and the site manager. In addition she had to reference old account
payables files to pull actual invoices, or ran accounting reports that provided
raw data. In her words “I had to spend a lot of time manipulating/pulling apart
information to get my answers”.

Corrigo Makes a Difference
Pluckers started searching for a facilities management system that would be quick
to establish, easy to use and accommodate the company’s budget. After viewing a
demonstration of Corrigo’s systems at a Restaurant Facility Management Association
(RFMA) conference, and hearing testimonials from Wendy’s and Pizza Hut (two of
Corrigo’s satisfied clients), Pluckers decided to move forward with Corrigo.
Through the use of Corrigo’s Work Order Network, Pluckers was able to streamline
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much of its communications between branches, as well as improve its recordkeeping for invoicing, work orders and service records.
Corrigo helped Pluckers in several crucial ways:
• It’s engineering team was able to construct a system that incorporated the company’s existing data formats.
• Corrigo created templates for regular task lists, ensuring that there was accurate accounting for routine business operations
across all locations.
• Corrigo created a dispatch board that keeps track of open work orders, making it easy for managers to see which orders have
been completed and which still needed to be executed.
Pluckers relied on Corrigo to design a system that placed an emphasis on ease of use and improved transparency. It was important
for managers to be able to quickly and effectively integrate the use of the system into their daily operations, without the need for
extensive training or complex instructions. In addition, Pluckers needed a system that would help managers at all levels create and
fulfill work orders and invoices.
The resulting system allows managers to communicate in real time with one another. Corrigo created a streamlined work order
process that gives managers the ability to quickly and easily create work orders and view progress at any time. Location managers
can communicate quickly and effectively with one another and with the corporate offices using the chatter log. In addition, the
system provides management with tools to approve or challenge invoices as needed and to make more effective repair vs. replace
decisions.

Streamlined Operations
Pluckers has completed the rollout of its new system across all of its locations, and the results are a definite improvement over the
old system. Managers benefit from greater accountability, allowing them to process work orders and invoices quickly and effectively.
Service records are compiled and stored, making it easy to keep track of the status of expensive equipment across numerous
locations. In addition, the new system allows for greater communication, allowing management to know immediately if there is an
issue at any of the stores.
Overall, Pluckers has benefited greatly from the use of Corrigo’s Work Order Network. Greater accountability means that the
restaurant chain will be able to allocate its resources more effectively. Improved communications allow management to respond
immediately to any issues as they arise. Through the use of the Work Order Network, Pluckers has greatly evolved its’ approach to
facilities management.
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